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For the past two years (and specifically this last year), our athlete leadership in the Eastern Zone has become one
of the most strong and effective groups throughout USA Swimming. Despite changes to the governance system brought
upon us by the USOPC changes nearly a year ago, the collaborative voices of our athletes have become even stronger. We
are excited to see the work the up and coming athlete reps in our zone will continue to do in making the sport better for the
athletes for the future.

We have not had any major events to bring up since the Workshops and our Spring Zone Meeting, but we will briefly
describe some of our visions for the future on the athlete governance front especially as we prepare for the Annual
Business Meeting later this month.

Athlete Elections
We recently held an athlete’s meeting on September 10 to elect a new Athlete Director (2 year term) and Junior Athlete
Rep (1 year term). Congratulations to Gavin Formon (NJ)  and TJ Walsh (NJ) who are the new Eastern Zone Athlete
Director and Junior Athlete Rep, respectively.

Mentoring LSC Projects
An increased focus coming out of Workshops this past spring was to utilize the Zone Reps to mentor and assist LSC
Athlete Reps with various projects to improve an aspect of their LSC. Moving forward, the Zone Reps will be consistently
checking in on the progress of LSC Reps’ projects. Examples of ongoing projects so far are constructing athletes
committees, planning LSC athlete leadership summits, and open water initiatives.

Election Cycles
A topic of discussion that came out of Workshops last spring was perhaps adapting the election cycles on the athlete front.
Workshops, being in-person, seem like an excellent opportunity for new athlete reps to be on-boarded to the roles of
athlete governance; however, many of our athlete reps termed out just prior to ABM this month. Perhaps adapting the
election cycles may be a continuing discussion down the line of how to most effectively utilize our athlete reps.

Zone Athlete Workshop
Other Zones in USA Swimming have typically held a workshop for their LSC Reps to build on their leadership and
professional skills as athlete leaders. While it is something we have discussed in the past, we have been unable to
successfully plan for due to time and budget constraints. If seen as a valuable resource and if seen as feasible, this perhaps
could be a potential idea for the future.

We’d like to thank all our LSC Athlete Reps, ZARC/AEC, and our Zone Directors, Tim and Jerry, for all their support!

* On a more personal note (Aaron), as I transition out of my term as serving as the Eastern Zone Athlete Director for the
past two years, I’d like to especially thank Tim, Jerry, Tristan, Gavin, the members of ZDC and the AEC, and especially
all the athletes for all the assistance and support they have given me. It has been a pleasure serving the Eastern Zone and
USA Swimming.


